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This book, written by veteran Oracle database administrator Iggy Fernandez, a regular on the
Oracle conference circuit and the editor of NoCOUG Journal, is a manageable introduction to key
Oracle database administration topics including planning, installation, monitoring, troubleshooting,
maintenance, and backups, to name just a few. As is clear from the table of contents, this book is
not simply a recitation of Oracle Database features such as what you find in the reference guides
available for free download on the Oracle web site. For example, the chapter on database
monitoring explains how to monitor database availability, database changes, database security,
database backups, database growth, database workload, database performance, and database
capacity. The chapters of this book are logically organized into four parts that closely track the way
your database administration career will naturally evolve. Part 1 gives you necessary background in
relational database theory and Oracle Database concepts, Part 2 teaches you how to implement an
Oracle database correctly, Part 3 exposes you to the daily routine of a database administrator, and
Part 4 introduces you to the fine art of performance tuning. Each chapter has exercises designed to
help you apply the lessons of the chapter. Each chapter also includes a list of reference works that
contain more information on the topic of the chapter. In this book, you'll find information that you
won't find in other books on Oracle Database. Here you'll discover not only technical information,
but also guidance on work practices that are as vital to your success as technical skills. The
author's favorite chapter is "The Big Picture and the Ten Deliverables." If you take the lessons in
that chapter to heart, you can quickly become a much better Oracle database administrator than
you ever thought possible. What you&#146;ll learn Theory of relational database management
systems Oracle Database internals Licensing, architecture, and sizing Software installation and
database creation Using indexes to improve performance User management and data loading
How to monitor all aspects of your database How to solve and fix problems Database backups and
database recovery Database maintenance Database tuning SQL tuning Who this book is for If
you are an IT professional who has been thrust into an Oracle database administration role without
the benefit of formal training, or you just want to understand how Oracle Database works, this book
is for you. It's the book the author wishes he'd had when he first started using Oracle Database
many years ago. It's the book that he would have liked to have given to the many IT colleagues and
friends who, over the years, have asked him to teach them the basics of Oracle Database.
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Let me start my review saying that this one is a book that deserves some attention; we have a lot of
options in terms of Oracle 11g books out there, but problem (like MS-SQL) is the inability for some
authors, to express their knowledge in a coherent way. Being an Oracle "master" DBA does not
mean you'll be a good author or viceversa.I've had the opportunity to check this one on my local
bookstore (I think I'll buy it, maybe) and spent some time drinking a cup of coffee and reading it ...
so, here are my impressions.What I like:1. Very well organized: I believe you should start reading
from very beginning to end, but author divided concepts very well so you can easily find information
without the need of going back and forth or read initial chapters. Like any RDMS (MS-SQL, Oracle,
etc), if you have a basic SQL language fundamentals and Os experience (Linux, Windows), material
will be much much easier to understand2. Plain english: I love when you can read an IT or SQL
book and you do not need a "PhD" in order to understand. This book is easy to read and straight to
the point.3. Good price: I think that based on the content and other options, price on this one is
something to take seriously.What could be improved1. Not in-depth coverage: Ironically, point 2 in
"What I like" section leads to point 1 here. Good or bad thing depends of what you're looking for. I
think that if reader is looking for a more in depth and comprehensive material, this book will not be a
good choice. Is so straight to the point that clarifications or further explanations in sections like
setup, are short.2. Use of Windows as Testing environment: read my blog comment below with
author about this. Is a topic which creates polemic.
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